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1 Introduction
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is a kind of software
running under operating systems and enables several op-
erating systems running simultaneously on one physical
machine and accecing underlying hardware concurrently
by accesing Virtual Machine (VM) provided by VMM. It
have been well populated and become one of the hottest
regions from both development and enterprise views.

One of the major interest in virtual environment is in
performance overhead of virtualized environment. Well
known issus are bottlenecks on a CPU, switching mul-
tiple operating systems, and on a memory, assigning to
multiple operating systems safely, and on a network in-
terface, multiplexing packets.

Introduction of Xen [5] para-virtualization technology
reduced overheads by forcing modification to operating
systems running [7]. It can achieve high performance
by replacing privileged and hardware dependent instruc-
tions to hypercalls to VMM, and reducing detection and
emulation for hardware access instructions from VMs.

There are some improvements of virtualized computer
systems in hardware level. Intel VT [2], AMD-V [1] are
implemented onto recent hardware and provide various
advantages from a processor to virtualized systems and
also other hardware support of virtualization technology
is now researched and will be developed soon PCIe IOV
[4]. Despite the fact that virtualization technology have
been supported by latest CPUs, there remains network
overheads resulting from traffic multiplexing.

Paul Willmann et al. [13] suggested CDNA architec-
ture for improving network performance by delivering
pakcets to distined VMs directly from an inteligent NIC,
and thus reducing CPU utilization taken in traffic multi-
plexing. Their concept was to push virtualization over-
head or complexity living in software level onto hard-
ware level. Thus it required a highly inteligent NIC capa-
ble of virtualized environment, but achieved 16% higher
transmit throughput and 68% higher receive throughput
of guest domains with 2 inteligent NIC. Amazingly un-
less the number of guest domains increased up to 24
VMs they experimented, aggregated throughput could
be kept and performance improvement from non-CDMA
virtualized environment grew.

Concerning to network performance improvement by
software level optimization, Menon et al. [12] reported

network transmit performace improvement of guest do-
mains by a factor of 4.4 by their optimizations in soft-
ware level onto memory management, high level inter-
face, and IO channel. They also reported receive perfor-
mance of guest domains improved by 18% but remained
loss by 39% from native Linux performance. Their
research implied difficulty of receive performance im-
provement of virtualized environment in software level.

Recently new technology called Large Receive Of-
fload (LRO) is offered first by network interface cards
in hardware level [?] [?]. The idea is to increase network
bandwidth at the expense of latency by gathering multi-
ple packets and passing them together to upper network
layer. It can be implemented entirely in software level,
and Jan-Bernd Themann [11] produced a LRO patch for
general use independent on hardware support. Andrew
Gallatin [9] took performance evaluation of LRO in soft-
ware and hardware level, and found that there was little
performance difference from using LRO supported NIC
notwithstanding implemented in software level entirely.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate software level
LRO in a Xen para-virtualized environment for im-
proving network receive performance. In Xen para-
virtualized environment, which delivering packets to
VMs through bridge networking in a driver domain,
there exist two device drivers seen from pacekts, one
is for a physical interface and the another is for virtual
interface. We implemented LRO on both physical and
virtual interfaces and analyzed the perfromance impact
of software LRO to virtual environment. Implemen-
taion to physical device driver will take effects system
widely and improve system wide aggregated network
receive performance, and implementation to virtual de-
vice driver will improves network receive performance
of whom LRO implemented driver owns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We be-
gin in Section 2 with descriptions of LRO and Xen as
background for our work. In section 3, we describe our
LRO implementations onto virtualized environment. In
section 4, we describe physical and virtual experimen-
tal environment. Section 5 presents an evaluation and an
analysis of network performance with the two LRO im-
plementations described. In section 6, we disscuss future
work, and we conclude in section 7.
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2 Large Receive Offload
Large receive offload is a technique for increasing in-
bound throughput of high-bandwidth network connec-
tions by reducing CPU overhead. It works by aggre-
gating multiple incoming packets from a single stream
into a larger buffer before they are passed higher up the
networking stack, thus reducing the number of packets
(socket buffer structure) that have to be processed. It is
generally used in conjunction with the New API (NAPI)
to also reduce the number of interrupts.

This technique was first proposed by Leonid Gross-
man [10] which was implemented as a hardware de-
pendent technology. After the introduction of LRO and
its performance impact, developers tried implementing
LRO on some other device drivers in software level but
to manage LROed packets, their device drivers have
become sophisticated. Thus linux maintainers rejected
hardware specific LRO implemented device drivers from
linux mainline for their complexity and incompatibility.
Generalized LRO implementation was aspired for until
Jan-Bernd Themann produced a patch [11] which en-
abled device drivers to use the same LRO implementa-
tion with a little modification.

His patch contained only a core implementation part
of tcp packet aggregation for LRO and device drivers
can usable it readily. Depending on how device drivers
receives packets from NIC, it offered two mode, skb-
mode and page-mode. Skb-mod is for aggregating mul-
tiple socket buffers each containing one packet and page-
mode is for aggregating multiple pages each contain-
ing one packet by creating one socket buffer inside the
LRO patch implementation (thus no demand for allocat-
ing socket buffer in device drivers). According to bench-
marks, even implementing LRO entirely in software can
increase network performance significantly [8] [9].

3 Xen system level virtualization
Xen [5] is a open source Virtual Machine Monitor
(VMM) to allow multiple operating systems to run on the
same machine and concurrent access to physical hard-
ware resources. It used para-virtualization technology
which required operating systems running on it to mod-
ify their codes before compilation. It provides abstructed
virtual machines (VM) for each operating system. An
abstructed virtual machine is far from underlying phys-
ical machine but easily manageable by Xen. There are
two kinds of VMs called domain0 and domainU, priv-
ileged and unprivileged respectively. A domain0 own
physical hardwares and can access physical hardware re-
sources but a domainU can access only abstructed virtual
hardware. Operating systems running on domainU com-

municate with physical device driver in domain0 through
I/O channel provided by Xen.

Interrupts are first handled by Xen and then delivered
to target VMs as a virtual interrupt through event mech-
anism. Service request and responses are exchanged
through I/O descriptor ring in the device channel. There
are two types of I/O device channel data transfer method,
transferring data by copying and transferring references
to page-sized buffers data stored. Data copying method
is useful for small size I/O data and reference transfer-
ring is useful for large size I/O data. For DMA en-
able NICs, Xen provide page mapping and remapping
method for data transferring. When data is sent to a do-
main0, a domainU permits the domain0 to map the page
the data stored and then DMA transfer to NIC. Then that
mapped page is given back to the domainU. When data
is sent to a domainU, first the domainU create an un-
used page and then exchange for a page data stored in
domain0.

3.1 Virtual Inner Network

Xen VMM
Physical NIC

NIC Driver
Backend Interface Virtual Interface

Driver Domain Guest Domain

I/O Channel

Figure 1: (1) LRO in a driver domain. Full copying
neccesary to pass through bridge. (2) LRO in a guest
domain

Xen adopts bridge network for its inner network topol-
ogy to maintain concurrent access to a network adaptor
from VMs. A physical network device is directly con-
nected to a bridge and the bridge is connected to sev-
eral virtual network interfaces for relative VMs. Each
virtual network interface has its own destination VMs
and mac addresss defined by Xen (or defined manually).
Received packets at a physical interface first pass up to
the bridge and after several hooks they are received by
a destination virtual interface. This network access style
needs one special virtual machine called driver domain
(or domain0) which actually access a physical NIC. In
this paper, we use a term driver domain to describe pre-
viledged virtual machine which can access physical de-
vices and guest domain to describe unpreviledged virtual
machine.
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Packets received by virtual interface are transferred to
its distined VM by Xen. Transferring packets between
VMs is the most difficult part of virtualized system. Xen
adopts a ring interface to co-operate one to one sender
and receiver communication between a driver domain
and a guest domain. First, packets are queued and Xen
carries a virtual interrupt to a destined VM meaning a
packet is received by a virtual interface. A guest domain
which received the virtual interrupt then allocate a page
and notify the page frame number to a driver domain as
a receive request queued into a shared ring. A driver do-
main receives the request from ring, map the page frame
and copy packet data into the page frame. After copying
packet data, that page frame is unmapped and receive
response is queued describing how data copied in that
page frame into a shared ring and a driver domain free
the packet data. At last, a guest domain obtains a receive
response and packet data can be completely received by a
guest domain. After some checking and creating a socket
buffer structure for received packet, the packet is passed
up to higher network stack as general packets done.

4 Large Receive Offload Imple-
mentation

In this section, we describe how we implemented large
receive offload to device drivers. For all implementa-
tion, we used LRO patch provided by Jan-Berned The-
mann [11]. That includes whole LRO functions and what
we required to do was to initiate valuables and imple-
ment a special function neccesary for a packet aggrega-
tion process and some other tricks. These tricks were
caused mainly on bridge implementation on transfer net-
work stack.

In this research, we implemented LRO support on two
device drivers, one is r8169 device driver for RealTek [?]
network interface card and one is netfront device driver
provided by xen for transferring packets between VMs.
We implement skb-mode LRO on both r8169 and net-
front drivers.

4.1 LRO on physical device driver
Despite this research is only targeting receive network
stack, we had a trouble in transfer network stack. Bridge
networking uses receive network stack to obtain a packet
from an interface and uses transfer network stack to carry
the packet to an interface. Packets received by physical
interface first passd up to receive network stack and af-
ter some calculation by bridge, packets are passed to a
distined interface through transfer network stack. Our
implementation uses skb-mode LRO. This makes every-
thing worth. Linux receive network stack was capable

of LROed packets but transfer network stack was un-
capable of skb-mode LROed packets and also Xen pro-
vided device drivers cannot transmit skb-mode LROed
packet. We modified Linux transfer network stack to be
able to carry skb-mode LROed packets by linearize the
packets at transfer network stack.

4.2 LRO on virtual device driver
LRO implementation on netfront is not so complex be-
cause it tried to aggregate packets after passing through
a bridge and delivered to a distined VM. There re-
quired one trick for netfront. It was necessary to man-
age loopbacked packets from virtualized inner network
without LRO. Such packets had different structure from
packets from outer network. They were maintaining
data and header unlinearizely and thus transferred pages
were not linearized, meaning two page transferring per
packet. After transferring such a page divided packet,
netfront reconstruct a socket buffer structure connecting
the header part and data part. The problem was the re-
constructed packet was not linearized and managed as
if it was fragmented before like over MTU size packets.
Linux network stack could not recognize a skb-mode ag-
gregated socket buffer which containes fragmented pack-
ets. In this research, we need loopback packets for exe-
cuting an experimental script. Thus not to include such
packets to the main data packets, we create two virtual
interfaces and simply divide transactions of such packets
for one interface and the other safely aggregatable pack-
ets for the another.

5 Experimental Environment
We used Dell PowerEdge SC440 Xeon 3300 as a re-
ceiver to implement LRO which had 1GB memory 2
and 1 PCI 1 gigabit ethernet network interface card with
RealTek r8169 network chip as a receiver. A sender
machine has AMD Athlon64X2 3800+ cpu on Asus
M2NPV-MX mathor-board with 1GB memory 2 and
1 gigabit network interface onboard card. We build a
simple server and client model networking with these
two machines connecting by a Logitec gigabit switch-
ing hub. We construct a bridge networking in Xen 3.1.0
para-virtualized system. Both sender and receiver oper-
ating systems are CentOS 5.0 and linux kernel version
2.6.18, which is the latest capable release Xen 3.1.0 can
use as driver domain. There is a huge network trafic from
a sender to a receiver with 1500 bytes MTU size packets
until up to 10 giga bytes. Sender sends 64killo bytes data
up to 10 giga bytes and a receiver receives 64 killo bytes
data up to 10 giga bytes.

We had 4 configurations. Table 1 represents differ-
cence between each configurations. The receiver pro-
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Case System LRO
Native Native No
guest0 Virtualized No
guest1 Virtualized physical device driver
guest2 Virtualized virtual device driver

Table 1: experimental configurations

cess would run in a guest domain on guest0, guest1,
and guest2 configurations, meaning packets will pass
through a network bridge in a driver domain and then
reach to a guest domain. For guest0, guest1, guest2 con-
figurations, we assigned a driver domain and a guest do-
main, which actually runs receiver process, 1 core each
and 1 giga bytes and 512 mega bytes memory relatively.
For native configuration, we assigned full physical re-
source to one operating system.

5.1 Xenoprof

Xenoprof [6] is a profiling tool based on OProfile target-
ing only Xen virtualized computer systems. It enables to
collect system wide processor events across the virtual
machines. Notifications will be first received by Xen in-
terrupt handler and after that delivered to OProfile pro-
filer in each VMs and sampling (reading PC and asso-
ciating to notification) will be done. Since that notifica-
tion may be from Xen address space, it needs to extend
OProfile to recognize and correctly attribute Xen’s PC
samples.

OProfile [3] is a system-wide statistical profiling tool
for Linux systems. It uses performance monitoring hard-
ware on a processor to collect periodic samples of vari-
ous performance data.

Performance monitoring hardware have performance
counters that measure processor events. OProfile config-
ures performance monitoring hardware to notify when
counters reach user specified values. That notification is
done by Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) on x86 systems.
It is major key factor for accurate profiling since NMI
cannot be interrupted. Every time performance counter
reaches to some fixed number and notification occurs by
NMI, it will be served by NMI handler without any delay
and enables reading program counter immediately. If not
using NMI system, notification will be served by a gen-
eral purpose interrupt handler and there remains a risk of
intercept by another interrupt. It leads association of the
notification to a wrong process or a routine and causes
seriously capricious result.

Configuration throughput(Mbps) LRO ratio
Native 560.1 -
guest0 514.6 -
guest1
guest2 636.9 3.525

Table 2: clock cycles and retired instructions per config-
uration

Configuration Clock Instruction
Native 6268246
guest0 9711714 7162061
guest1 8011935 5356630
guest2 9866277 7494295

Table 3: clock cycles and retired instructions per config-
uration

5.2 tcpdump

6 Result
Figure?? represents the receiver throughput and LRO ra-
tio, the average number of packets aggregated, achieved
under the 4 configuration defined in section 4. The
unoptimized virtualized system configuration, guest0,
achieves a throughput of 514Mbps, which is 92% of
the native linux throughput, 560Mbps. The physically
LRO support configuration, guest1, improves upon this
performance by 10%, and achieves a throughput of
523Mbps. The virtually LRO support configuration,
guest2, improves upon guest0 performance by 24%,
upon native linux throughput by 14%, and achieves a
throughput of 636Mbps.

Guest2 configuration achieved higher LRO ratio than
guest1 configuration. The reason is not obvious whether
it is because of high throughput or virtualized environ-
ment characteristic.

Table 3 compares the number of clock cycles and re-
tired instructions of each environment.

In respect of throughput, it is worthy of remark that
guest2 environment, LRO implemented on virtual de-
vice driver, achieved higher throughput than both Native
and guest0, nun-virtualized and LRO not implemented
configurations respectively. However, guest1 cost higher
clock cycles and retired instructions than guest0. In con-
trast, guest1 environment, LRO implemented on phys-
ical device driver, achieved approximately the same
throughput with the cost of 18% fewer clock cycles and
25% fewer instructions than those of guest0.

Although guest1 configuration required extra data
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Configuration domain Clock Instruction
guest0 driver 2322825 1495928

guest 7388889 5666134
guest1 driver 2087548 1326092

guest 5924388 4030538
guest2 driver 3332094 2267178

guest 6524388 5227117

Table 4: clock cycles and retired instructions per domain

copy for all data packets in a driver domain, to pass
through bridge network, both a driver domain and a guest
domain of guest1 configuration consumed less clock cy-
cles and instructions than those of guest0 configuration.

From the figure 4, guest2 configuration also reduces
clock cycles and instructions in a guest domain, but
those of a driver domain are much higher than those of
guest0 driver domain. Interestingly, LRO implementa-
tion on to virtual device driver affects driver domain per-
formance which is completely the same driver domain
with guest0’s one.
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Figure 2: (1) guest0. (2) guest2

Figure 6 represents advertized window size by re-
ceiver taken at sender interface. They were taken by us-
ing tcpdump and taken an average of window size per
a time unit, 1 milli seconds. The larger window size
is, the more packets sender can transfer. Guest0 and
guest 2 configuration get almost the same mafximum
window size. Window size of guest0 configuration get
larger swing range than that of guest2 configuration. It
is because tcp layer get possibility to send an ack when
a packet reached to tcp layer, and this packet means a
socket buffer in implementation. The larger window size
means the more packet a sender can transfer without ac-
knoledgement from a receiver.

Throughput improvement of guest2 configuration is
result of the window size consistently kept large. Thus
the number of packets lives in virtualized system in a
unit time increased by the factor of 1.25, estimated by
throughput.

7 Conclusion
We implemented LRO on different device drivers in vir-
tualized network and found that LRO on physical device
driver can reduce system wide CPU utilization, and LRO
on virtual device driver can achieve high throughput. We
found that LRO in physical device driver can reduce sys-
tem wide CPU utilization with the same throughput with
general virtualized environment, even the LRO ratio is
not so high. It implies that LRO in physical device driver
can achieve higher throughput in network bound system.

LRO in virtual device driver can get higher through-
put than general virtualized environment with the same
hardware system, because of high delay.
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